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ABOUT THE AUTHOR:

Dr. Chris Gumbs, PT is both a physical therapist and a
passionate running enthusiast. Raised in the greater
Seattle area, he gained an early appreciation for nature
and exploring his surroundings on foot. His enthusiasm
for the sport and a desire to push his body to its limits
brought him some success, but not without a cost. 
 
When he first truly began to training in preparation for
competing on the track team, he suffered his first
injuries. At age 13 he was diagnosed with shin splints
and a bunion. His podiatrist prescribed big bulky
motion control shoes and orthotics, and told him he
would never be a good runner due to his flat feet. He
was devastated, but more determined than ever. 
 
His rugged tenacity enabled him to compete in division
1 collegiate cross-country and track wherein he learned
running is a sport of attrition. Those who are durable
enough to survive the rigors of training unscathed for
the longest, saw the most success. The miles of trials
finally caught up to him. He developed debilitating hip
pain which made it a struggle to finish out his collegiate
career. Orthotics didn't fit in racing shoes, so he
eventually ditched them altogether. He then
downgraded the motion control shoes for more
reasonable stability shoes, all without consequence.
However, despite seeking out help from a variety of
practitioners, the hip pain wore on and his love for the
sport began to run thin.
 
It wasn't until after college that he began to find relief
from a more holistic physical therapy approach that
addressed inefficiencies literally from head to toe. He
accepted a job as a PT tech within the same clinic, and
while there, a curiosity sparked by the book Born to
Run, his own independent research, and a mutual
sentiment shared by his mentors inspired him to
embark on the radical. Adopting a minimalist mentality
to footwear not only revived his love for the sport, but
also gave him a completely new appreciation for the
human foot and it's connection to the rest of the body
via the kinetic chain. The year was 2009. 



This book is dedicated to the

indigenous peoples around the

world who we are forever indebted

to. Thank you for your wisdom and

a reminder of what it means to be

a human being. Without the

preservation of traditions within

these communities the barefoot

movement would not be possible.
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Exposure to a more natural way
of walking or running is
beneficial for everyone. Science
and medicine have brought about
profound changes such as the
eradication of certain diseases
and an increased lifespan
worldwide. However, the claims of
injury prevention touted by big
shoe companies are not grounded
in science (1). About 80% of
people in our society will
experience foot dysfunction and
pain at some point in their lives,
but they may not feel the first
signs of it until the 4th or 5th
decade of life. Think about
common foot problems: plantar
fasciitis, neuromas, Achilles pain,
hammertoes, and bunions, to
name a few! What's the cause of
all this pain and dysfunction? A
growing community of people
including anthropologists, health
professionals, athletes, and
everyday people willing to
disseminate the evidence and put
it into action, believe it is our
shoes (2). 
 
Some studies have found that
when prescribed a shoe according
to their foot shape, which is a 

CHAPTER 1: FUNCTIONAL
FOOTWEAR OR FASHION?

Tarahumara Boy Running in
Traditonal Huaraches
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common practice among podiatrists,
chiropractors, physicians, physical
therapists, and shoe store clerks,
injury rates either stayed the same
or in some cases even increased (3).
Although the verdict is still up for
debate, there is still a huge lack of
evidence for athletic shoes even
being preventative towards injuries.
Other contributors outside of
footwear are a lack of exposure to
natural surfaces and a more
sedentary lifestyle. But in places
where restrictive footwear was
never the norm, cases of those
diagnoses listed above are
infrequent at best.
 
 It is not my goal for everyone to go
barefoot. Fine dining would just
never be the same! However, I'd like
everyone to consider the
importance of regular exposure to
the variability of natural surfaces.
Also, consider the impact of the
prolonged use of restrictive
footwear on your foot and overall
musculoskeletal health. We can
focus on fixing the foot, not
putting the foot back inside of the
problem, or both. Combining
efforts to improve your foot
function with shoes that allow your
feet to just do their thing, can have
profound effects to improve the
alignment and strength of your feet
and the rest of your body.

San Bushmen Youth
photo credit: vitantica.net



Two characteristics of typical
modern footwear directly
interrupt the natural
biomechanics of the foot, ankle,
and the rest of the kinetic chain.
One, typical footwear does not
allow for proper alignment of the
foot. Changing this alignment
compromises one of the most
important areas of the foot
responsible for both shock-
absorption and stabilization: the
windlass mechanism. You should
be able to trace a straight line
from the end of the big toe to
the center of the heel, but this
isn't possible inside of most shoes.
Put your foot on top of an insole
or on top of the shoe itself and
spread your toes completely. If
your toes extend beyond the
borders, then that shoe is
interrupting the natural, and once
perfect stability system of the foot
-- thus causing you to work harder
than you need to.
 
Second, elevated toes (the "toe
spring") and heels not only
weaken the foot but also cause
postural faults and compensations
throughout the kinetic chain. 

CHAPTER 2: WHY SHOE
SHAPE MATTERS 
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When the toes and heels are
chronically elevated, it
overstretches the muscles within
the arch of the foot, thus
inhibiting their function causing
atrophy over time. You may think
your heels are "reasonable" or
you're a guy and you don't wear
heels, but the truth is unless
you've actively sought out zero-
drop shoes, most shoes on the
market have a significant heel. Any
amount of a chronically elevated
heel will cause shortening of
calves. Furthermore, being that
men are generally taller and more
top heavy than women, the
relative effect of the heel is
amplified. Not to mention, an
elevated heel is also associated
with increased knee osteoarthritis
and overpronation of the foot.
The truth is typical shoes do not
respect the foot's natural shape
or function. New technologies
that are added every season of
fashion are attempts at mitigating
the compensations that were
introduced by stiff and restrictive
footwear with elevated toes and
heels in the first place.

photo credit: flickr.com



CHAPTER 3: CLOSER TO
THE GROUND AND BRAIN

Another important topic of interest
is the unusual sensitivity of the
plantar surface of the foot. With
more than 200,000 nerve endings,
very few areas of the human
body are more perceptive than
the bottom of our feet. This is by
design. Thick, heavy and overly
cushioned shoes not only slow us
down but cushioning has actually
been shown to delay the activation
of spinal stabilizing musculature (4).
So, although big bulky shoes
"protect" the feet, this is at the
expense of the rest of the skeleton.
Your feet, knees, hips, low back and
more could be suffering undue
strain due to this lag in
communication.
 
A shoe that more closely mimics
being barefoot will promote
improved function while
stimulating strength and mobility
of the foot and ankle. The ideal
exposure to natural footwear and a
new way of walking and running,
however, will depend on the
individual and their experience.  
When shopping for natural
footwear, sometimes called
barefoot, zero-drop, or minimalist
shoes, it is important to realize that
they are not all created equal.



CHAPTER 4: NEW SHOES?
WHAT TO LOOK FOR

How minimal of a shoe is
appropriate for you can depend
on several factors, thus it is highly
recommended to consult with a
professional. However, a true
barefoot shoe is thin, flexible,
wide in the toe box, and has a
zero drop, meaning it places the
toes and the heel at the same
height. If you've become very
accustomed to highly supportive
shoes, you may want to find
something between what you're
using now and a completely
minimal shoe. 
 
It is important to note that even
with improved footwear, old
dysfunctional patterns can be
persistent, and working with a
skilled professional can be very
helpful with your transition.
Further consideration should be
taken if you plan on changing your
athletic shoes. A proper transition
to thin minimalist shoes for high
impact activities such as running
could take up to 2 years or more,
depending on the individual.
However, a transition to thin
shoes for everyday activities such
as running errands or wearing
around the office could happen 



much faster. A "how-to" guide to
transitioning to barefoot shoes for
running or other high impact
activities is beyond the scope of
this book, but that should also be
a secondary consideration. You
must walk before you run, and
don't ever forget that! A slow and
gradual transition to more
minimal shoes for high impact
activities should only be initiated
once you have given your feet the
opportunity to adapt to new
stresses. This initial period should
include a regular routine of
mobilizing and strengthening
the feet, as well as exposing them
to natural surfaces (i.e. the great
outdoors!). That being said, in the
following pages you will find
examples of barefoot shoes for
different purposes with varying
amounts protection for your feet. 

Abebe Bikila of Ethiopia crosses the finish line barefoot in
1st place at the 1960 Olympic Games in 2:15:16.2
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You must walk before you run.
When transitioning to minimalist

shoes, it is important to allow ample
time for your feet to adapt before
stressing them with high impact

activities. The most important pair
of barefoot shoes in your closet
should be the shoes you spend

the most time in.

LIFESTYLE SHOES

LUNA BRUJITA

XERO HANA

photo credit: lunasandals.com

https://lunasandals.com/collections/luna-sandals-lifestyle-line/products/rooted-brujita?rfsn=932132.f88ca0&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=932132.f88ca0
https://xeroshoes.com/go/latitudept/shop/closed-toe-shoes/hana/


VIVOBAREFOOT ADDIS

EARTH RUNNERS CIRCADIAN

VIVOBAREFOOT GEO COURT

XERO MIKA
photo credit: vivobarefoot.com

https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=7789&awinaffid=537111&clickref=&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vivobarefoot.com%2Fus%2Fwomens%2Feveryday%2Faddis-womens%3Fcolour%3DBlack
https://www.earthrunners.com/products/circadian-adventure-sandals?rfsn=2213307.3b86cd
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=7789&awinaffid=537111&clickref=&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vivobarefoot.com%2Fus%2Fwomens%2Factive%2Fgeo-court-womens%3Fcolour%3DObsidian
https://xeroshoes.com/go/latitudept/shop/boots/mika/


For your friend's wedding or your
daughter's graduation, it could make
more sense to break out that special
pair of shoes for the occasion, but it
makes less sense to wear heels and
restrictive footwear on a daily basis.

Make the right choice for your
foot health AND look sharp at the

office.

OFFICE SHOES

XERO ALSTON

CARETS FER CAP-TOE

photo credit: carets.com

https://xeroshoes.com/go/latitudept/shop/shoes/alston/
https://carets.com/#latitudept


VIVOBAREFOOT STEALTH III

LUNA ORIGEN FLACO

THIN SOLES

The thinnest barefoot shoes are
great for the experienced minimalist
who is looking for good ground feel
and minimal interference of nerve
impulses from the feet to the rest of
the body. Thin barefoot shoes may
also be appropriate for the novice
while engaging in casual everyday

activities.

photo credit: vivobarefoot.com

https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=7789&awinaffid=537111&clickref=&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vivobarefoot.com%2Fus%2Fwomens%2Factive%2Fstealth-iii-womens-ow5%3Fcolour%3DObsidian
https://lunasandals.com/collections/luna-sandals-lifestyle-line/products/origen-flaco?rfsn=932132.f88ca0&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=932132.f88ca0


These shoes provide an
intermediate amount of ground feel
and a fair amount of protection for

activities on and off the road.

MEDIUM SOLES

TOPO ATHLETIC ST-3

XERO PRIO

LUNA MONO

photo credit: lunasandals.com

https://www.topoathletic.com/mens-st-3?color=84
https://xeroshoes.com/go/latitudept/shop/activity/performance/prio-men/
https://lunasandals.com/collections/trail-lunas/products/mono-winged-edition


TOPO ATHELTIC RUNVENTURE 3

TOPO ATHLETIC MAGNIFLY 3

THICK SOLES

For the budding minimalist or for
those just looking for a cushy ride
while allowing ample toe space to
encourage proper foot function.

These shoes feature a zero or
minimal heel-to-toe drop while

offering  maximum protection to
easily tackle very technical terrain.

photo credit: topoathletic.com

https://www.topoathletic.com/mens-runventure-3?color=60
https://www.topoathletic.com/mens-magnifly-3?color=78


EARTH RUNNERS KIDS

VIVOBAREFOOT PRIMUS TRAIL KIDS

KID'S SHOES

There isn't a group that dislikes
shoes more than this one. Your

children will be happier with shoes
that allow them the flexibility they

need to just be kids. You will be
happier knowing you're doing the
right thing for their development.

VIVOBAREFOOT GOBI KIDS

photo credit: vivobarefoot.com

https://www.earthrunners.com/products/childrens-minimalist-sandals?rfsn=2213307.3b86cd
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=7789&awinaffid=537111&clickref=&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vivobarefoot.com%2Fus%2Fkids%2Fmini-me%2Fprimus-trail-kids%3Fcolour%3DVivid%2BBlue
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=7789&awinaffid=537111&clickref=&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vivobarefoot.com%2Fus%2Fkids%2Feveryday%2Fgobi-kids%3Fcolour%3DBotanical%2BGreen


Accelerate your adaptation to a new way of walking and running
with the right tools. Although your primary tools are movement
and exposure to natural surfaces, you may find these products

useful for certain problem areas and applications.

CHAPTER 5: 
FOOTGEAR FOR HEALTHIER FEET

CORRECT TOES

HESKIERS TOOL

MASSAGE BALLS

Improved alignment yields improved
stability and balance. Use toe

spreaders when exercising and
walking to encourage mobility of
dormant and restricted tissues.

Use these soft balls to gently provide
novel non-threatening stimuli to the
nervous system, in turn opening a

window of opportunity to move more
freely. 

Dr. Gumbs' personal favorite
instrument assisted soft-tissue

mobilization (IASTM) (i.e. Graston,
Gua Sha) device for soft tissue

treatment both at home and for use
within the clinic. Experience pain

relief in 99 seconds anywhere in the
body.

https://lunasandals.com/search?rfsn=932132.f88ca0&q=correct+toes*
https://shop.yogabody.com/yoga-props/Hurts-so-good.html
http://www.heskiers.com/?ref=5c4b42430a2e3


It's often forgotten that the foot
actually has three arches, not just one.

The collapse of the transverse arch
can lead to pain in the forefoot. These

pads may be used as a temporary
solution when pain strikes.

HOT & COLD ROLLER

BALANCE BOARD

CATALYST PEDALS

Textured hot and cold foot roller for
an awesome self-massage.

Use your whole foot, not just your
forefoot, and increase your power

and efficiency on the bike instantly.

When used as a decline, a board like
this one can be useful for assisting a
deep squat. It can also be used for
passive stretching and challenging

your balance.

METATARSAL PADS

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B001E6OQ4A/ref=cm_sw_em_r_mt_dp_U_lVtxEbVZ4B49R
https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=s6BdshFwkAk&mid=2311&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gaiam.com%2Fcollections%2Factive-standing%2Fproducts%2Fevolve-balance-board
https://www.gaiam.com/products/05-60561
https://pedalinginnovations.com/?referrer=101


TABI SOCKS

COMPRESSION TOE SOCKS

Don't let cold weather stop you from
enjoying the best shoe design of all

time!

Compression is one of the best aids
for recovery and improved circulation

during and after exercise.
Additionally, it is one of the best

solutions to combat swelling.

These are great for yoga providing
you good grip anywhere while also

allowing for great toe spread.

GRIPPY TOELESS SOCKS

http://bit.ly/33w9qYI
https://lunasandals.com/products/injinji-toe-socks-compression-lightweight?rfsn=932132.f88ca0&_pos=4&_sid=008372a4e&_ss=r
https://click.linksynergy.com/deeplink?id=s6BdshFwkAk&mid=2311&murl=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.gaiam.com%2Fproducts%2Fgrippy-toeless-yoga-socks-2-pack%3Fvariant%3D31694666596398


We support brands that are dedicated to making shoes that have
a natural, anatomically appropriate shape. This is a growing

community. If you don't see a brand here that you would
like represented, please send us an email at info@latitudept.com.

Tadeevo
Splay Shoes
Sole Runner
Freet Footwear
Ahinsa Shoes
Carson Footwear
Sockwa Shoes

Luna Sandals
Vivobarefoot
Xero Shoes
Earth Runners
Carets
Topo Athletic
Lems Shoes

Wildling Shoes
Unshoes
Joe Nimble
Feelgrounds
Altra Running
Vibram Fivefingers
Soft Star Shoes

Skora Running
Senmotic Shoes
SOM Footwear
Leguano Shoes
Icanchu
GoSt-Barefoots
ANI Brand

"A people without the knowledge of their past history,
origin and culture is like a tree without roots."
 Marcus Garvey, Jamaican political activist, publisher, journalist, entrepreneur and orator

Support social justice & equality by visiting blacklivesmatter.com/global-actions/

photo credit: pxhere.com

CHAPTER 6: 
MOVING FORWARD: BRANDS WE TRUST

http://tadeevo.com/
https://splayshoes.com/
https://www.sole-runner.com/en
https://freetfootwear.co.uk/
https://ahinsashoes.com/
https://www.carsonfootwear.com/
https://www.sockwa.com/
https://www.lunasandals.com/?rfsn=932132.f88ca0&utm_source=refersion&utm_medium=affiliate&utm_campaign=932132.f88ca0
https://www.awin1.com/cread.php?awinmid=7789&awinaffid=537111&clickref=&ued=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.vivobarefoot.com%2Fus
https://xeroshoes.com/go/latitudept
https://earthrunners.com/?rfsn=2213307.3b86cd
https://carets.com/#latitudept
http://topoathletic.com/
https://www.lemsshoes.com/
https://www.wildling.shoes/
http://unshoesusa.com/
https://us.joe-nimble.com/
http://feelgrounds.com/
https://www.altrarunning.com/
https://us.vibram.com/shop/fivefingers/
https://www.softstarshoes.com/
https://skorarunning.com/
https://www.senmotic-shoes.com/
https://www.somfootwear.com/
https://leguanoshoes.com/
https://www.icanchu.com/
https://gost-barefoots.com/en/
https://www.anibrand.com/
https://blacklivesmatter.com/global-actions/


CHAPTER 7: MORE RESOURCES
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